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Assignment 8.1: Abstract TLS
Consider TLS (as of module 9, slide 23) and assume certificates have been exchanged in ad-
vance. Reformulate TLS by abstracting all asymmetric cryptography (except the certificates)
to appropriate channels. Is there a meaningful way to also abstract the symmetric encryptions?

Solution

The signature by A can be replaced by sending on an authentic channel, and the encryption
for B can be replaced by sending on a confidential channel:

A→ B : A,NA, Sid,NA
B → A : NB , Sid,NB
A→•B : PMS
A •→B : hash(NB , B,PMS )
A→ B : {|hash(prf(PMS ,NA,NB),msgs)|}clientK(NA,NB,prf (PMS ,NA,NB))

B → A : {|hash(prf (PMS ,NA,NB),msgs)|}serverK(NA,NB ,prf (PMS ,NA,NB))

In fact, one can now leave out the certificates entirely, as they are just a means to achieve
the authentic channel (by certA) and confidential channel (by certB) here, using an honest
certificate authority s.

Replacing the symmetric encryptions does not make much sense here, because the encryp-
tion keys are based on nonces exchanged in the other messages—which should then also be
abstracted, reducing the protocol to the secure exchange of hashes of messages that are actu-
ally abstracted.

Assignment 8.2: Ideal channel model
In module 9, slide 12, we have defined authentic channels in the ideal channel model.

(a) Define similar rules for confidential and secure channels.
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(b) The rule where the intruder sends a message on an authentic channel does not require
that any honest agent can receive the intruder’s message. Define a rule that combines
the intruder sending and an honest agent receiving on a authentic channel (basically
avoiding the thread ID 666 on the trace!). Argue (informally) why this restriction is
without loss of generality.

Solution

(a)

th(tid) = snd(cnfChB(M)) · tl
(tr, IK , th)→ (tr · (tid, snd(cnfChB(M))), IK ∪ {M | B = i}, th[tid 7→ tl])

sndCnfhonest

M ∈ DY(IK )

(tr, IK , th)→ (tr · (666, snd(cnfChB(M))), IK , th)
sndCnfintruder

th(tid) = rcv(cnfChB(M)) · tl (tid′, snd(cnfChB(M ′))) ∈ tr Mσ = M ′

(tr, IK , th)→ (tr · (tid, rcv(cnfChB(Mσ))), IK , th[tid 7→ tlσ])
rcvCnf

th(tid) = snd(secChA,B(M)) · tl
(tr, IK , th)→ (tr · (tid, snd(secChA,B(M))), IK ∪ {M | B = i}, th[tid 7→ tl])

sndSechonest

M ∈ DY(IK )

(tr, IK , th)→ (tr · (666, snd(secChi,B(M))), IK , th)
sndSecintruder

th(tid) = rcv(secChA,B(M)) · tl Mσ = M ′ (tid′, snd(secChA,B(M ′))) ∈ tr
(tr, IK , th)→ (tr · (tid, rcv(secChA,B(Mσ))), IK , th[tid 7→ tlσ])

rcvSec

Using the expression IK ∪ {M | B = i} in the rules sndCnfhonest and sndSechonest,
we have stated that the intruder learns the sent message iff he is the intended recipient.
(Alternatively, one could split sndSec and sndCnf into two rules, one for the case B = i
and the other for B 6= i.)

(b) Idea: combine intruder sending and honest agent receiving:

Mσ ∈ DY(IK ) th(tid) = rcv(athChi,B(M)) · tl
(tr, IK , th)→ (tr · (tid, rcv(athChi,B(Mσ))), IK , th[tid 7→ tlσ])

sndAthintruder/rcvAth

This rule replaces sndAthintruder. Intuitively, it is not a restriction that the intruder can
only send messages that can be received by honest agents, since it should never help
the intruder to send messages that nobody can receive. A formal proof of this fact is
a bit subtle, because we do have slightly different traces in the two cases (combined
vs. non-combined rules): in one case the traces contain send events with messages sent
by the intruder, in the other, these messages are implicit. The formal argument requires
that goals do not explicitly mention the send/receive events, but rather refer to signaling
events like secret, running, and commit. Then the satisfaction of properties is indepen-
dent of whether intruder-generated messages explicitly appear in the trace or not.
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Assignment 8.3: Rules for pseudonymous channels
Give the rules for pseudonymous confidential and secure channels in the ideal channel model,
extending slide 31.

Solution

The rules are the same as for the “real-name” case (see assignment 8.2) modulo the following
changes:

• replace all occurrences of B = i with ¬honest(B)

• replace secChi,B(M) in rule sndSecintruder with secChA,B(M) and add the provision
¬honest(A) to the rule.

Note that in all these predicates, both senderA and receiverB may be real names or pseudonyms.

Assignment 8.4: TLS without client authentication
We have considered TLS without Client certificates, providing the channel [A] •→•B. This
protocol contains the signature {hash(NB , B,PMS )}inv(pk(A)) with an unauthenticated pri-
vate key. In the actual protocol, we do not have a signature at all for unauthenticated agents,
i.e. A simply sends hash(NB , B,PMS ).

How can we argue that this protocol still sets up the channel [A] •→•B? What is A’s
pseudonym in this case and how do we have to adapt the definitions? Hint: what is an “honest”
pseudonym in this case?

Solution

We can see the pre-master secret PMS as a pseudonym, as it is freshly created by client A
in every session. However, a dishonest server B is able to “steal” this pseudonym, i.e. in
other session where the intruder acts as client. We still have a secure pseudonymous channel
between A and B: intuitively, a dishonest B cannot achieve more than in variant with public
keys as pseudonyms, in particular he cannot get the client or server key that an honest agent
believes to share with another honest agent.

Formally, we need to give a notion of “honest pseudonyms” for the example protocol, so
that the goals hold with respect to this notion. We do this by defining that honest(PMS ) holds
if and only if it was generated by an honest agent A who uses it with an honest B. We can
determine the set of all honest PMSes directly from the initial state (containing all the threads
where PMS is instantiated with a fresh constant).
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